The Samonios spiral wheel
A CELTIC JOURNEY THROUGH THE OTHERWORLD

For years we built a fire wheel spiral as a counterpart of the american plastic
haloween.
After the ritual activities of the COMARDIIA DRUUIDIACTA GARMANIIA
we invite families, friends and children to join a small walk through the
woodland area. We enlighten the parcour with small candles in glasses (because
of the wind).So it is a very special kind of feeling for everyone to walk a bit
quiet. Near by the candles children place their self made Fairies and Dwarfes
built for example from old curtains and clay.After a short time strolling in the
woods they arrive at a special prepaired place. Here we built a big fire wheel or
fire spiral. We use therefore flour (this will be washed away after the event by
rain) and small glasses with candles.

It is important that every visitor is able to walk through the spiral quietly with
the music of our Harp playing.The spiral wheel may be decorated with cristall
stones,pine apples and branches of trees.We use only branches that have been
fallen down because of the deeper symbolism of transforming in that time. Often
within the spiral we place a cauldron with small papers.On these papers are
written Triads. Everyone passing the spiral will archieve a Triad in the middle
and also a candle. The candle is lit in the middle and placed somewhere in the
spiral while passing to the outside. At last the spiral is enlightened with a lot of
small candles from everyone passing through the spiral.

The spiral should have minimum three windings (for the three worlds) – we
prefere nine windings.You should go inside the way anti clockwise and go out
clockwise to raise the power. Please use only organic material like river stones
,cristalls,branches etc.because we have a “Natural Religion”.Also avoid music
from electric machines – it is always better to make the music yourself.
Enjoy your journey through the Samonios Firewheel Spiral and open your heart
and mind wide for the wonder of beeing alive!
Yours from COMARDIIA DRUIDIACTA GARMANIIA
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